Presidents
1. Which French cheese is marketed under the brand name Président?
2. The American slang phrase “all about the Benjamins” refers to which
denomination of banknote, featuring President Benjamin Franklin?
3. Which Philippines president’s wife became famous for owning
3,000 pairs of shoes?
4. For what length of term is the Swiss president elected? Is it one year,
three years or five?
5. Rock band Presidents of the USA had a hit song about which fruit?
6. Zaphod Beeblebrox is the two-headed Galactic President in the
Hitch-Hiker’s Guide to the Galaxy. Who wrote the book?
7. Bellevue Palace is the official residence of which country’s
president?
8. Martin Sheen played fictional US president Jed Bartlett in which TV
series of the early 2000s?

Bonus question
One of these questions seems wrong! Which one and why?
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Answers: Presidents
1. Which French cheese is marketed under the brand name Président?

Camembert
2. The American slang phrase “all about the Benjamins” refers to which denomination
of banknote, featuring President Benjamin Franklin?

$100
3. Which Philippines president’s wife became famous for owning 3,000 pairs of shoes?

Imelda Marcos
4. For what length of term is the Swiss president elected? Is it one year, three years or
five?

It’s just one year. The Swiss president is elected by the parliament each year from
the 7 member Federal Council.
5. Rock band Presidents of the USA had a hit song about which fruit?

Peaches
6. Zaphod Beeblebrox is the two-headed Galactic President in the Hitch-Hiker’s Guide
to the Galaxy. Who wrote the book?

Douglas Adams
7. Bellevue Palace is the official residence of which country’s president?

Germany
8. Martin Sheen played fictional US president Jed Bartlett in which TV series of the
early 2000s?

The West Wing

Bonus question
One of these questions seems wrong! Which one and why?

Question 2 seems wrong – Benjamin Franklin was never president of the USA, although
since he was President of Pennsylvania we let him into this round anyway.
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